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Outline: the future of…

• Processors … Dennard scaling has ended, will Moore’s law end too? 

or is there still “plenty of room at the bottom?” (Feynman 1959)

• Memory … DRAM, SRAM  non-volatile storage

• Storage …  Thermal assist magnetic writing with x100 density

• Data and Data Motion: how big is the SKA on a world scale? 



Processors



Gordon Moore 1965: “The complexity for minimum component costs has increased 
at a rate of roughly a factor of two per year (see graph on next page). Certainly over 
the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if not to increase. Over the 
longer term, the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain, although there is no 
reason to believe it will not remain nearly constant for at least 10 years.”

(rise from

low yield)

50 year anniversary!



http://qz.com/218514/chip-makers-are-betting-that-moores-law-wont-matter-in-the-internet-of-things/

… continues in the 
GPU era
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China’s

“Milky Way 2”

http://www.wired.com/2014/06/supercomputer_race/

Top 500 supercomputers: Sum, #1, #500



(November 2014)

Both use accelerators



CPU: Intel E5-2600 Ivy Bridge
(10 core version shown), 22nm

Accelerator: Intel Xeon Phi
60 cores, 22 nm 



CPU: AMD Opteron 6274, 
16 cores, 32 nm (Oak Ridge NL)

Accelerator: Nvidia K20: 
GPU “Tesla”  2496 cores, 28 nm



http://www.wired.com/2014/06/supercomputer_race/

What’s next?





http://www.wired.com/2014/06/supercomputer_race/

~200 Pf in 2017: Right on track



http://www.wired.com/2014/06/supercomputer_race/

Where is SKA1?
Gridding + FFT + reprojection for SKA Phase 1 (2023*): 

SKA1-Low: 1.3 Petaops/s
SKA1-Mid: 13 Petaops/s
SKA1-Survey: 9.7 Petaops/s

(* Date from John Womersley 2015, STFC)

Convolution kernels:
SKA1-Low: 0.43 Pops/s
SKA1-Mid: 0.37 Pops/s
SKA1-Survey: 0.98 Pops/s

2023

300 Pf

SKA1
(not #1)

All per major cycle of processing, assuming 10 cycles (Bojan Nikolic 2014, SDP team)



http://www.wired.com/2014/06/supercomputer_race/

Where is SKA1?
Gridding + FFT + reprojection for SKA Phase 1 (2023*): 

SKA1-Low: 1.3 Petaops/s
SKA1-Mid: 13 Petaops/s
SKA1-Survey: 9.7 Petaops/s

(* Date from John Womersley 2015)

Convolution kernels:
SKA1-Low: 0.43 Pops/s
SKA1-Mid: 0.37 Pops/s
SKA1-Survey: 0.98 Pops/s

2023

150 Pf

SKA1
(not #1)

All per major cycle of processing, assuming 10 cycles (Bojan Nikolic 2014, SDP team)

Re-baselined SKA1





Hardware Alternatives (Broekema et al. 2015, SDP)

The fiducial design considered by the SDP (2015) is a CPU+GPU combination. 

There are other Exascale projects too:
- China: Milky Way 2 upgrade to 0.1 Exaflop in 2015, exascale by 2020
- Japan: $1.1B to develop 0.2-0.6 Exaflop computer by 2020:  “Flagship 2020”
- Europe: 8 separate projects toward the Exascale

For the SKA, it is not just high speed but also low power:
-The goal is 5.5 MWatts for a ~300 Pflop computer in SKA1
e.g., Milky Way 2 is 34 Pflops at 24 MWatts – 40x higher per flop!

Worth considering completely different architectures, e.g., FPGA computing, microchips



An example considered 
by the DOME Project

and 1/2 power per flop (Luijten 2015)*

*Freescale T4240 12 cores 24 threads comp.
to Intel Xeon E3-1230L 4 cores, 8 threads



Will Moore’s Law Continue?



Model CPUs + GPUs 

12 sample simulations 

what fraction of nodes 
are not useful for 
speedup, or must be 
turned off to limit power 
density on chip?

“Dark Silicon”

We’re here
today



http://electroiq.com/blog/2014/03/moores-law-has-stopped-at-28nm/

(March 2014)



(July 2013)
http://www.semiconwest.org/sites/semiconwest.org/files/docs/SW2013_Subi%20Kengeri_GLOBAFOUNDRIES.pdf



(Air absorbs at 185 nm)
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Technology scale is 
smaller than the 
wavelength of light

Technology scale on chip versus l of light source



http://www.lithoguru.com/images/lithobasics_clip_image004.gif

http://ece560web.groups.et.byu.net/papers/lithography_harriot_01.pdf

Light exposes a “photoresist“ that is non-linearly 
sensitive to it, changing chemically only at the 
brightest places.  Each exposure makes tiny features 
separated by l.  New exposures with new masks are 
made at positions shifted by the feature size.

x5 reduction

wavelength-scale features



IBM Power 8: 22 nm technology is just 
40 atoms wide in a  Silicon crystal



http://www.extremetech.com/computing/123529-nvidia-deeply-unhappy-with-tsmc-claims-22nm-essentially-worthless
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Feb 10 2015



http://www.extremetech.com/computing/199101-amd-nvidia-both-skipping-20nm-gpus-as-tsmc-plans-massive-16b-fab-investment-report-says



http://www.pcworld.com/article/2887275/intel-moores-law-will-continue-through-7nm-chips.html

“Intel believes that the current pace 

of semiconductor technology can 

continue beyond 10nm technology 

(expected in 2016 or so), and that 

7nm manufacturing (expected in 

2018) can be done without moving 

to expensive, esoteric 

manufacturing methods like 

ultraviolet lasers”*

(13.5 nm from excited Tin gas)



Following Moore’s Law is Expensive: Where does the money come from?



($3-4 T)



Memory



DRAM



http://www.computerworld.com/article/2687940/apple-will-
consume-25-of-all-dram-in-the-world-next-year.html

Samsung 6 Gb DRAM

DRAM production: 1.05 Million chips/month
(Electronic News Sept 2014)

1.05M x 6Gb x 12 months = 
7.6E16 bits/yr of DRAM
Rice production =4E16 grains/yr



One problem: charge in the capacitor
continuously leaks

Solution: read it and re-write it every 64 ms

This makes DRAM power hungry

 BAD for Exascale computers

DRAM

Transistor



1 EF/s 2018 typical application power distribution20 PF/s 2012 typical application power distribution

Link power

Network logic power

DDR chip power

DDR I/O power

L2 cache power

L2 to DDR bus power
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Power Use in Peta- to Exa- Scale Systems

DDR = double data rate DRAM

(ref: IBM BlueGene team 2012)

Memory

Memory

Memory



Solutions to Power Problem: “non-volatile memory”

Normal Field Effect Transistor

1. Voltage on “Control Gate” pulls up 
electrons from the body “P” and this 
allows a current to flow from the 
“source” to the “bit line” (=“drain”)



Solutions to Power Problem: “non-volatile memory”

FLASH (Toshiba 1984): 

1. Voltage on “Control Gate” pulls up 
electrons from the body “P” and this 
allows a current to flow from the 
“source” to the “bit line” (=“drain”)

2. When “Float Gate” is charged, fewer 
electrons move up and voltage to drive a 
current is higher.

3. Sense state by applying intermediate 
voltage: if current flows, the “Float Gate” 
is uncharged, if no current flows, the FG 
is not charged: bits are 1 or 0 respectively



Program &
Erase
cycles

Feature size Feature size

Bit Error Rate

“future gains in density will come at significant drops in performance and reliability”

(FAST'12 Proceedings of the 10th USENIX 
conference on File and Storage Technologies, 
2012)



Non-volatile Memory in the SKA Era:

Phase Change Memory:  chalcogenide glasses  (GbSbTe)
Crystal phase conducts electricity, amorphous phase does 
not. Phase is changed by temperature cycling.

Limited production by Numonyx (2008),
Samsung (2009), Micron (2012 for Nokia phones,
but withdrawn in 2014 to pursue 3D FLASH)



Magneto-resistive Random Access Memory (MRAM)

Under development by IBM, Hynix, Samsung and Toshiba
Faster than FLASH, longer life, more reliable



http://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/resistive-ram-how-it-could-change-storage-forever/

Crossbar, Inc. working on resistive RAM (RRAM) to replace FLASH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=EWbikdFFs6A

Wei Lu U Michigan

Silver electrode

With Voltage, 
silver Ions 
migrate and 
make 
conducting 
channel

Research Level:



http://www.extremetech.com/computing/113237-ibm-stores-binary-data-on-12-atoms

IBM Almaden Lab, 
Science, 2012

12 Iron atoms ferromagnetically aligned and stable

Decades away….



Storage



(Seagate expects thermally assisted 
magnetic recording in 2016)

(100 GW)



Perpendicular recording 



Heat above
the Curie Temp. 
reduces coercivity* 
and allows writing in 
a smaller area with a 
given magnetic field

*=resistence to 
demagnetization



Data Volume





A ZetaByte is 1000 
ExaBytes, and 
1,000,000 
PetaBytes

Today: 10 ZBy



SKA Archives, to be duplicated at SA and AU (Bolton 2015, SDP)

Long term (e.g., tape): 500 PBy initial with 130 PBy/year additional (transfer rate = 4 GBy/sec)
After 5 years: 
Australia: LOW: 0.575 EBy, SURVEY: 0.575 EBy
South Africa: MID: 1.15EBy

Mid term archives (faster IO): 
LOW: 30 PBy, SURVEY: 70 PBy, MID: 70 PBy

Storage for a full hemisphere of sky:
SURVEY: 15 EBy (taking 9 months),
MID: 260 EBy (taking 9.5 years)

2023

260 EBy



Data Motion



SKA Data Rates, not stored:

From the telescopes to the correlators:

SKA1-LOW: 911 stations @ 10 Gb/s/stat = 9.1 Tb/s

SKA1-MID 190 dishes + MeerKAT = 254 dishes at 24 Gb/s/dish = 6.1 Tb/s

SKA1-SURVEY 60 dishes ASKAP = 96 dishes @ 2Tb/s = 192 Tb/s 

(Faulkner 2013; low-bit data)

From the correlators to the Science Data Processor (Dolensky 2015, SDP):

LOW: 7.3 TBy/s, MID: 3.3 TBy/s, SURVEY: 4.6 TBy/s



What is the transmission limit for optical fiber?  …

the bandwidth of light, and at 1.5 mm, that is ~ 200 Tb/s 
when many wavelengths simultaneously carry the 
information.

Ultra-high-density spatial division multiplexing with a few-mode multicore fibre
van Uden et al. Nature Photonics (2014)

… demonstrate … 5.1 Tbit s−1 carrier−1 (net 4 Tbit s−1 carrier−1) on a single wavelength over a single fibre. 

… with 50 wavelength carriers … 255 Tbit s−1 over a 1 km fibre link 

Shannon-Hartley theorem: Max Info Rate = BW log2(1+S/N)



http://www.submarinecablemap.com/



15 cables to Australia with an estimated 20 Tb/s lit capacity
Recall: SKA1 archive transfer rate to other sites: 4 GBy/s (32 Gb/s), no problem…

(Mike Lyons, IBM 2015)



Summary
• Processors: Moore’s law for systems still on track

** $T/year investment: exponential growth continues to the SKA1 era

** also assumed by the SKA SDP 2015 report

• Memory: changing to become more energy efficient (non-volatile)

– also allows extremely fast large memory spaces (“solid state memory”)

– However, new memory technologies are more expensive now

• SKA1 data volumes are not excessive by world standards

• SKA1 raw data rates are large but the technology should handle it.

• Not discussed: software changes, machine learning, neural networks, …




